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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Games allow players to fulfill the need for competence by
providing well-designed, increasingly difficult challenges. To
meet these challenges, players repeatedly attempt to achieve
objectives—and through this repetition, they improve their
game skills. Players are keenly aware of whether they are
making progress during these attempts, and they want to get
better as quickly as possible. Previous research suggests that
one way of improving skill development is by taking breaks
between periods of activity (called “spaced practice”). However, there is little knowledge about whether this idea works
in games, what the optimal break length is, and whether the
effects last. We carried out a study comparing spaced and continuous practice in a Super Hexagon clone, using five-minute
play intervals and five break lengths (no break, two minutes,
five minutes, ten minutes, one day). We found that spaced
practice led to significant gains in performance, particularly for
novices. This result shows that players can achieve an immediate improvement in skill development, simply by scheduling
short breaks in their play session; designers can also make
use of this result by building rest periods into the structure of
their games. Our study also indicated that breaks are valuable
both in the short and the longer term—in a retention test after
one day, all of the groups performed similarly, suggesting that
even if a player does not use spaced practice initially, taking
a break after the play session can still lead to improvements.
Our study provides new information that can aid in the design
of practice schedules for perceptual-motor tasks in games.

Repetition of a task is an essential part of many digital games.
Repetition in games may inspire memories of classic arcade
games on which players willingly spent coin after coin, all for
the chance to beat their high score. However, even in modern
games, players show a desire to repeat—and improve their performance on—in-game tasks [90, 92]. Consider, for example,
the success of games like Super Meat Boy [110] or Cuphead
[109], which require players to repeat, and improve, sequences
of game actions; or the appeal of “speedruns”, where players
practice a level over and over to set a time record.
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In most games, these repeated attempts are not just thrashing; instead, players get better with practice. When a player
attempts a difficult challenge and fails, they can apply that experience to future attempts [57]. Repetition therefore serves as
practice that can lead to the development of in-game skills—a
desirable outcome for the player. Furthermore, because games
are typically designed to become more difficult as the player
makes progress [90, 125], players must continuously develop
their skills to keep progressing. In-game skill development is
a key reason why gamers are intrinsically motivated to play,
because developing and improving skills satisfies their need
to experience competence [90, 62, 87, 66]. In addition, many
games also have mechanisms that provide extrinsic motivation
to improve one’s performance, such as in-game rewards for
success [125], out-of game achievements [23], or leaderboards
that allow players to compare themselves to their peers [10].
Because players are so interested in improving their skills,
and in doing so as quickly as possible, it is important that we
better understand how in-game skills develop and how this
development can be accelerated.
The skills that are developed in many games are perceptualmotor skills (requiring coordination of physical actions such
as button presses with on-screen events), and in this domain,
several strategies based on theories of skill development have
been shown to improve performance—for example, in aiming
[35, 6], pursuit tracking [2, 9], and mirror tracing [106]. However, although game developers have made use of ideas about
skill development in other areas (e.g., introducing mechanics
one at time [43, 56], providing clear feedback [112, 55], and
allowing players to immediately practice skills they have just
learned [125, 49]), there has been little application of theories
of motor learning in games.

One theory of skill development that has been widely studied
is spaced practice—the idea of scheduling periods of rest to
break up periods of activity. Theory suggests that these rest
breaks allow the brain to generalize and compile the feedback
that has been gathered, leading to improvement once the rest
is finished [97, 19]. Studies have shown spaced practice to
be effective across many tasks, when compared to continuous
practice (i.e., no rests) [98, 20]. However, there have been very
few investigations of spaced practice in digital games—and in
general, research into the theory has been criticized for rarely
testing it outside of laboratory settings [16, 21]. Furthermore,
the motivational pull of games changes the idea of “practice”
in that it is not the chore that it is in other contexts where this
effect has been found, and players may want to keep playing
without a break.
This is evident by the strong reactions of players at the mere
suggestion of taking a break. Many Wii Sports [81] players
mock the game’s suggestion that they should take a break after playing for an hour [115]. Even games that take a more
implicit approach to breaks spark debate in the gaming community. For example, players who die fighting a boss in Dark
Souls [37] are made to traverse the game world to make another attempt and there are players who question this design
choice. These players would rather attempt the boss again
immediately (e.g., [116, 117, 13]), and they describe the walk
back as simply a waste of time; others argue that the relatively
easy task of walking back to the boss gives them an opportunity to improve by reconsidering their strategy [116]. This
debate shows that a typical behaviour for many people is to
play continuously with no breaks—and if pausing could be
shown to actually help these players overcome challenges, it
could have a broad effect on how people play.
To better understand how spacing practice affects skill development in digital games, we carried out a study using a clone
of a commercial game (Super Hexagon [14]) that is almost
entirely based on perceptual-motor skills. We divided a total
play time of 25 minutes into five sessions: four training sessions and one retention session. Participants received different
amounts of rest between training sessions: three seconds (i.e.,
continuous practice), two minutes, five minutes, ten minutes,
or one day. The retention session took place one day after the
participant’s last training session. Our study was designed to
answer three questions:
• Are there benefits of spaced practice on performance in
digital games?
• Do performance benefits last beyond the training session?
• Is there an optimal rest period for this game?
Our results showed that there were clear and immediate benefits of spaced practice. There were significant differences
in the rate of improvement in the game, with the continuouspractice group performing worse during training than any of
the spaced-practice groups. These results suggest that scheduling short rest breaks can provide an immediate benefit in skill
development, particularly for novice players (who may be the
group most interested in accelerating their skills). In addition,
we found that a longer break (a one-day rest between training
and the retention test) was also effective in improving perfor-

mance, even for the group that played continuously during
training – by time of the retention test, all of the groups performed similarly. Among our rest intervals, there was no one
interval that worked better than any other. The ten-minute
group improved more quickly early on, but the differences
between groups tapered off in later sessions, suggesting that
the effects of spaced practice could interact with player experience.
Our results show that designers can use spacing to help players
improve in the moment—an important factor in perceptions of
competence and player experience—and also show that longer
breaks can assist players regardless of practice schedule. Our
study provides designers with valuable new understanding
of how skill development works in games, and suggests new
strategies for helping gamers improve as they play.
RELATED WORK
Spaced Practice

Spaced practice means scheduling periods of rest to break up
periods of work within a training session [97]. This approach
has been shown to improve performance during training, and to
improve retention as well [64, 25, 97]. There is no fixed timing
for the rest periods relative to work periods [118], and any
amount of rest compared to a continuous-practice condition is
typically considered spaced practice [97].
The effect of spaced practice has a long history, going back to
Ebbinghaus’s work on learning lists of nonsense syllables [28]
and Snoddy’s work on mirror tracing [106]. Some of this past
work differentiated between performance during training (temporary performance) and retention after training (permanent
performance) [2, 9]. In some studies, improvements due to
spaced practice affected only temporary performance (because
continuous practice conditions could be affected by increased
fatigue, boredom, or failure to sustain attention [118]). Retention tests are therefore seen as an important part of assessing
the value of different practice schedules—and studies have
shown positive effects of spaced practice on retention after a
delay of a day or longer [2, 5].
Meta-reviews of spaced practice studies have showed strong
overall effects for the technique [64, 25]. For example, Lee and
Genovese found a large mean weighted effect size of 0.96 for
training (temporary performance), and a medium effect size
of 0.53 for retention [64]. However, Verhoeven and Newell
suggest that the meta-reviews do not necessarily provide unequivocal support for the idea that spacing practice enhances
learning compared to continuous practice, as there are aspects
of practice that moderate the effectiveness of spacing (e.g.,
differences in the task or the learner) [118]. Additionally, there
is little agreement as to what length of rest optimizes the effect
[118]—some suggest that longer breaks are more effective
than shorter breaks [97], and others suggest that performance
follows an inverted U function [16, 25].
Task Factors

Spaced practice has been shown to work for several different tasks, but there are also examples of spaced practice not
producing improvements. For example, more complex tasks
such as math problems [77] and learning a musical sequence

on the piano [127] did not show a benefit for spaced practice.
In general, spaced practice appears to be more effective for
simple perceptual-motor tasks than for complex tasks [25].
Additionally, Lee [65] found that discrete skills with a definite
beginning and end did not benefit from spaced practice.
Individual Differences

In addition to the complexity of the task being performed,
the individual’s skill level in the task has also been shown
to influence the effectiveness of spaced practice. As early as
1926 it was thought that spacing was most effective in the
early stages of learning [106], and other work has also shown
that spacing is more important in early stages, with continuous
practice being better in later stages [59]. Recent work has also
showed that an individual’s performance after a break was
better predicted by the stage of skill development rather than
the break itself [111].
Spaced Practice in Digital Games

The amount of research investigating spaced practice in digital
games is limited, with the majority focusing on serious games
in the context of education and verbal learning (e.g., [29, 95,
96]) rather than on in-game perceptual-motor skills. When
limiting our search to this latter topic, we found only two
relevant experiments: a 1985 experiment by Metalis [75], and
a 1999 experiment by Shebilske et al. [102].
The 1985 experiment [75] used the Apple II+ game Little
Brick-Out—a Pong-inspired single-player game in which the
player controls a paddle to hit on-screen bricks with a bouncing ball. The experiment consisted of 10 rounds of the game,
with either a 2-minute break or no break between rounds. Each
round lasted anywhere from 57 seconds to 232 seconds, depending on how well the participant performed. It was found
that spacing practice resulted in better performance at the 10th
training sessions than continuous practice. No retention test
was performed. However, this study has a number of issues.
The participant group in the spaced practice condition had
higher initial performance than the continuous group, and because the game’s rounds lasted longer if the player performed
well, this meant that the spaced-practice group actually trained
with the game for far longer than the continuous-practice group
(27 minutes compared to 15 minutes). In addition, the 18 minutes of rest made up a large amount of the total training time.
The 1999 experiment [102] looked at spaced practice in the
context of a more complex game called Space Fortress [24].
Participants played for much longer (10 hours over either 2
days or 10 days), and also performed a retention test one week
after the last day of training. The group that trained over 10
days outperformed the two-day group both at the end of training and on the retention test. The game used in this study
involved complex tasks with strong strategic components, and
so did not focus primarily on perceptual-motor tasks. In addition, the experiment included substantial coaching of the
participants (e.g., participants watched videotaped instructions,
were encouraged to try different strategies, were encouraged to
try their best, and were instructed on strategies that other players had found effective). Even with these two studies, there is
still little information about the effects of spaced practice on
motor skill development in digital games.

Esports: Skill improvement as a profession

Whereas many players repeat game objectives simply to make
progress in an entertaining game, the recent rise of esports
shows that skill improvement and practice effects have now
become a job as well as a leisure activity. Several definitions
of esports focus on the importance of training (e.g., “sport
activities in which people develop and train mental or physical abilities in the use of information and communication
technologies” [121]). The esports industry is now large: a
2019 market report estimated the esport economy to be at $1.1
billion with 26.7% year-on-year growth; further, the global
esport audience is estimated to be 443 million people [80].
The need for skill development in esports is a clear example
of why it is critical to better understand how techniques such
as spaced practice affect training. Practice has long been an
important part of traditional sports, and many parallels are
found between athletes in esports and more traditional athletic
pursuits, particularly in the areas of perceptual-motor expertise and the drive for improvement of those skills [101, 44].
Among these similarities we see common patterns involving
training and practicing fundamental skills. Development of
skills is crucial for esport players—but is also important for
any player who wants to perform at a high level. Understanding how skills in a digital game are developed is important for
creating effective training programs both for professionals and
amateur players.
A FRAMEWORK OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT FOR GAMES

There are several issues that need to be considered when designing or evaluating a practice scheme for digital games. In
the following sections we review game skill types, the stages
of skill development, and how skill development is evaluated.
This framework was used to inform the design of our game and
our experiment; and although our research focuses primarily
on perceptual-motor skill learning, this framework describes
skill learning in general.
Game Skill Types

Games contain many different skills that players must master
in order to succeed [83, 82, 54, 52, 119]. A skill refers to the
ability to carry out a specific task to achieve a specific goal
[33, 114, 97, 30]. Skills must be learned—learning refers to
a relatively permanent change in behaviour that occurs as a
result of practice, expertise, or experience [113, 124, 94, 114].
Skills can be broadly classified as either cognitive or motor
[114]. Cognitive skills include problem solving, memory,
language, and emotional skills, while motor skills include
anything that requires body or limb movements in order to
make a physical response [33, 114, 67]. Despite these separate
classifications, the reality is that many tasks, including digital
games [83], require components of both types of skills [114,
67]. Motor skills are usually referred to as perceptual-motor
or psychomotor because of the importance of perception and
decision making in the process [30, 46]. The learner must
learn to process stimuli so as to recognize features that require
a response [30, 124, 39, 89, 114]. In other words, the learner
develops a stimulus-response coding that lets them quickly
select correct responses [122, 89].
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Figure 1: The three stages of learning approximately mapped to the
power law of practice. Adapted from [59].

Games That Facilitate Skill Development

Games are considered to be effective learning environments
[57, 40]. This is because they have clear goals with strong
feedback [112], and are a task that players are willing to give
their complete attention to [17]. These factors have been
shown to facilitate continued skill development [32].
Feedback acts as a source of motivation for players [55, 84, 90].
It provides them with information regarding how well they are
doing [112]—if they are doing well then it can enhance their
needs satisfaction of competence, which will in turn make the
player more motivated to keep playing [90]. Conversely, if the
player is doing poorly, then a motivated player will leverage
this information to modify their strategy or response [38, 90].
This feedback is most effective when players are presented
with tasks just outside of their comfort zone [32, 57]. Without
this, the player may adopt a strategy or response that is acceptable for the difficulty of the task, but is sub-optimal compared
to other approaches or when the task becomes more difficult
[99, 32]—a phenomenon known as “satisficing” [104]. Games
use different approaches to achieve this. When a game’s challenge primarily comes from its mechanics or design, the game
can be implemented to consistently increase in difficulty as the
player makes progress [125, 90]. If the game’s challenge primarily comes from competing against other players, a matchmaking system can be applied so that similarly skilled players
compete against one another [84].
The Stages of Skill Development

In digital games, players can continue to make performance
improvements over dozens or hundreds of hours [8, 63, 48].
For some games (as with esports) the high skill ceiling makes
it possible to play a game as a full-time job and continue to
see performance improvements [4, 27]. Changes in performance are described primarily by two theories: the power law
of practice [106, 79, 98, 114], and the three stages of skill
development [98, 36, 34, 89, 88, 59, 58].
The acquisition of skill follows a predictable pattern, described
by the power law of practice [106, 79, 98, 114] (shown in
Figure 1). Simply put, skill improvement occurs as a function
of the number of repetitions, with performance improving
dramatically at the start, but eventually slowing down. In the
case of digital games, special consideration should be given to
the fact that many games are designed to increase in difficulty
as the player also improves [125, 90].

The cognitive stage of skill development is characterized by
initial poor performance with many errors, but also by rapid
improvement [79, 98, 36, 34, 89, 88, 59]. Learners must give
the task their full attention [18, 100] as they use their declarative (verbalizable) knowledge of the task [59] to learn how
the task is performed [36, 97, 114]. As they attempt the task,
they begin to refine their attempts based on any feedback that
is provided [126, 93, 105, 61, 124, 114, 39]. At the end of the
cognitive stage, learners start to form the stimulus-response
codings [89, 47] and the procedural knowledge [59, 123] that
they will use in higher stages; these structures are more robust
to decay [59] and allow quicker response times and improved
performance over declarative knowledge alone [70, 7].
The associative stage is characterized by a dramatic reduction
in errors, greatly improved performance, and slower improvements [79, 36, 114, 98]. The learner’s attention is on optimizing their performance [114, 97]. There are three main reasons
for performance improvements in this stage: first, the learner
develops a consistent response in the form of learned patterns
[36]; second, their ability to identify relevant stimuli improves
[114]; third, the learner no longer needs to use the declarative
knowledge of the task [59] and can instead leverage procedural
knowledge and “direct stimulus-response associations” [89].
The autonomous stage is characterized by few errors, stable
expert performance, and little further improvement in the motor domain [97, 36, 79]. The learner performs the skill with
coordination, smoothness, and accuracy [114]. The learner
can respond to stimuli with automaticity [36, 114, 89, 100],
which allows them to direct attention towards improvement
through changes in high-level strategies [32]. While continued
improvement at this stage is difficult, it can be accomplished
by making use of deliberate practice [32] — a type of practice
where the learner avoids acting with automaticity and focuses
on specific aspects of the task that can be improved.
Evaluating Skill Development

Skill learning cannot be observed directly, and so is inferred
by examining the learner’s performance [98, 114, 46, 107].
However, the learner’s performance during or immediately after training is often insufficient because transient factors such
as fatigue may be at play during the training session [98, 107].
Longer-term learning must therefore be evaluated by having
the learner perform an additional test with the experimental
variable removed, either in a transfer test (where the learner
completes a task different from the training task) or a retention
test (where the learner completes the same task but after a
delay) [98, 107]. It is important to note, however, that in the
game domain, we are interested in both immediate improvement (i.e., as the player is repeatedly attempting the objective)
as well as longer-term retention of a skill.
A DIGITAL GAME FOR THE STUDY OF PERCEPTUALMOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Given that a typical experiment lasts less than an hour and that
games can be played for dozens or hundreds of hours, designing a game that can be used to evaluate skill development in
the context of this tight time-frame poses some challenges. We
wanted a game that players could begin playing immediately,

Figure 2: A screenshot of our Super Hexagon clone.

with little need for instructions, demonstrations, or guidance to
introduce the game mechanics. The game should also present
the player with clear goals, and only require minimal learning of declarative knowledge. In addition, players should be
able to continuously make performance improvements over
several play sessions, and should be motivated to continue to
play and improve [24]; the game should be designed to avoid
“at-game frustration” [76] and should provide clear feedback
[62, 55]. Finally, performance in the game should be straightforward and easily quantifiable [24], and ideally not based on
aggregated measures [8].
Super Hexagon

Based on these guidelines, we produced a clone of the game
Super Hexagon using the Unity game engine. Super Hexagon
is described by its creator as a “minimal action game" [15].
The player controls a triangle that can rotate radially around a
central hexagon, using the left and right arrow keys. In each of
the six regions on the screen, obstacles appear at the outside of
the screen (white bars) and move inwards towards the center—
requiring that the player rotate to avoid the obstacles (see
Figure 2). The game’s goal is simple—last as long as possible
while avoiding the incoming obstacles. The camera rotates
continuously to provide some perceptual confusion. As long
as the player stays alive, the game gets progressively harder
by increasing the camera rotation speed and the rate at which
the obstacles spawn and move inwards. The difficulty is reset
every time the player fails.
Super Hexagon fits our guidelines because it has minimal controls (only two keys) and a clear goal (avoid the obstacles),
meaning that players can begin playing immediately. Performance improvements can continue for a long time (the average
completion time for the entire game is around 15 hours [48]),
and performance is easily measured as time until failure. Additionally, its commercial success [50, 108] and critical praise
[74] suggest that many gamers find the game enjoyable.
The game’s challenge comes primarily from interpreting and
processing the on-screen stimuli and choosing a correct response: a simple motor movement of pressing one of two keys.
The stimuli are the on-screen obstacles that players must observe and process, and the player must decide whether to move
or stay still. The human visual perception system takes in far

more information than can actually be processed at any point
in time [122], so performance improvements in this task are
due to the player developing a “coding” [89] of the patterns of
the obstacles that they can use to identify what they are seeing.
If the player correctly identifies that a response is required,
then they have to choose the correct response in terms of the
right or left arrow keys and the amount to move. This requires
players to develop a mapping between the key and the action,
something that also results in improved performance. While
this skill is relatively straightforward, it can still be considered
to be a high-performance skill similar to those found in many
sports and esports, in that there are very clear differences between experts and novices [45, 32] and performance gains
continue for a long time [99, 32].
EXPERIMENT

We designed an online experiment to test the effects of spaced
practice in a high-performance game environment1 . We had
participants play a total of 25 minutes of our Super Hexagon
clone, broken into five-minute sessions — four training sessions and one retention session.
The first four sessions served as the training period, and between these sessions participants were given inter-session rests,
with those rests varying depending on the group they were
randomly assigned to. There were five inter-session rest interval groups: A Continuous Practice Group—operationalized as
an inter-session rest interval of 3 seconds—and four Spaced
Practice Groups, with inter-session rest intervals of 2 minutes,
5 minutes, 10 minutes, or 1 day. These rest intervals were chosen based on the Donovan and Radosevich [25] meta-review,
which found that tasks similar to ours benefited most from a
rest interval between 1 and 10 minutes, although we included
a 1-day interval to make further comparisons. To evaluate how
these different rest periods affected the participants’ learning,
a final 5-minute retention session was completed one day after
the final training session. The delay was chosen to ensure that
any temporary effects of spacing practice would not be present
[25].
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Figure 3: The procedure of the experiment.

To accurately reflect what would happen “in the wild” when
players are given rest periods, we instructed the participants assigned to the Spaced Practice Groups that they were allowed to
use their computer in any way they wished during the periods
of rest, but that they should return to the task promptly when
the rest period ended. We notified participants via an audio
cue to return to the game, except for the 1-Day interval group,
who were invited back to the task via an email. One day after
their last training session, all participants were invited back
via email to complete the final five-minute retention session.
1 The

design of this experiment was pre-registered on OSF.io at:

https://osf.io/sk2w9

Measures
Questionnaires

We used several questionnaires to get a sense of each participant’s interest in the task and ability to complete the task.
Gaming Experience. We expected that individuals who enjoy
playing video games regularly might enjoy our game more
than those who do not, and so may try harder or improve more
quickly. We therefore asked participants a number of questions
to evaluate their level of experience with video games, including: “How much do you self-identify as a gamer?”, “How
many years have you been playing video games?”, “How often (on average) do you play video games?”, and “If you have
played games more often in the past, how often were you
playing at peak times?”.
Attentional Control. We anticipated that participants who
are better at maintaining attention and focus on the task might
perform better. We therefore used Derryberry and Reed’s
Attentional Control Scale (ACS) [22] to measure each participant’s attentional control.
Immersive Tendencies. We used Witmer and Singer’s Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) [128] to measure
participants’ tendency to experience presence in virtual environments. The questionnaire consists of three subscales:
involvement (propensity to get involved with an activity), focus (ability to concentrate on enjoyable activities), and games
(how much they play games and whether they become involved
enough to feel like they are inside the game).
Current Motivation. Participants may have different levels
of interest in completing our task, so we used Guay et al.’s
Situational Motivation Scale (SIMS) [42] to measure the participant’s intrinsic motivation, identified regulation, external
regulation, and amotivation towards our experiment. We also
used Rheinberg et al.’s Questionnaire on Current Motivation
(QCM) [91, 120] to measure the participant’s task-related anxiety, probability of success, interest, and challenge.
Achievement Orientation. Participants with a competitive
nature may invest more effort into the task, so we measured
their competitiveness, win orientation, and goal orientation
using Gill and Deeter’s Sport Orientation Questionnaire [41].
Dependent Measures

We used four dependent measure for the experiment (one
for performance, and three for subjective experience). Performance was measured for every session while subjective
experience was measured twice: after the last training session
and after the retention test.
Average Life Time. For each session, the participant played
multiple rounds. Looking at the sessions individually, we took
the average of the scores (time) among each session’s rounds.
If the round was ended prematurely by the timer running out,
that round was excluded from the average.
Intrinsic Motivation. We evaluated the participants’ intrinsic
motivation towards the game by using the Intrinsic Motivation
Inventory (IMI) [71]. The IMI measures the participant’s
interest-enjoyment, effort-importance, and tension-pressure.

Flow. We used Engeser and Rheinberg’s Flow Short Scale
(FSS) [31] to measure the participant’s experience of flow
while playing the game. We used the fluency of performance
and absorption by activity subscales.
Immersion. We used Jennett et al.’s questionnaire on ingame immersion [51]. The questionnaire measures the participant’s attention, temporal dissociation, transportation, challenge, emotional involvement, and enjoyment.
Recruitment and Participants

Our online experiment was conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk—a system that acts as a broker between willing workers and requesters, who provide paid human intelligence tasks
(HITs). Mechanical Turk has been used for human-computer
interaction research in the past (e.g., [53, 10, 103, 60]) and has
been proven to be effective, as long as some attention is given
to verifying the quality of the data [26, 73, 69, 86, 85].
We were interested in recruiting exclusively Super Hexagon
novices, so we first posted a screening task, which asked
three questions: “What type of input device are you currently
using?", “Which hand are you currently using for that input
device?”, and “Do you have any experience with the game
Super Hexagon, or its clones?”, on a five-point scale from
“no experience” to “extremely experienced”. The first two
questions served to obscure our intent. We had 535 workers
complete the HIT. Of those, we gave 397 that indicated they
had no experience with Super Hexagon a “qualification” that
would permit them to participate in our experiment.
The immediate time commitment of the training phase could
vary considerably between conditions (from 5 minutes to 50
minutes), so we were transparent in outlining how the the
immediate time requirements could vary based on random
assignment to condition. Once randomly assigned, the participants MTurk ID became associated with a particular condition
and so attempts to be re-assigned to different conditions would
be unsuccessful. These steps were taken to avoid self-selection
into groups, however, we observed differential dropout in that
those assigned the 1-Day group seemed more likely to not
return for subsequent days of practice.
Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the behavioral ethics board of the University of Saskatchewan, and
participants were asked to renew their consent at the start of
each day’s task. To comply with ethical guidelines, the task
was only available to workers from the United States who
were over 18 years old. Participants were paid $5.50 USD
for the training sessions, and an additional $1.50 USD for
the retention test (approximately $10 an hour). We had 138
participants complete both the training and the retention test.
Data collected from Mechanical Turk can include low-quality
responses [26, 73]; therefore, we filtered out non-compliant
participants based on a variety of criteria. We excluded 2
participants due to entering an invalid age (less than 18 or
greater than 99) and 13 participants due to taking a rest that
was more than 1 standard deviation longer than their peers
within their rest group (actual rest periods for each group are
reported in Table 1). We also filtered out participants based on
their in-game logs indicating low framerate (11 participants)

Results

To investigate the Performance differences between groups,
we used SPSS to perform a repeated measures analysis of
covariance (RM-ANCOVA). We used Session (2, 3, 4, and the
Retention Session) as the repeated-measure factor, and intersession rest interval (3 seconds for the Continuous Practice
Group and 2 minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, or 1 day for
the Spaced Practice Groups) as the between-subjects factor
(with all groups being subsequently being referred to as the
“Interval Groups”). In-game Performance (average life time
for Session) was used as a dependent measure. Instead of
using Session 1 as one of the repeated measures, we used it
as a covariate to compensate for individual differences in initial performance. This approach means that we cannot make
comparisons to Session 1; however, it has been shown to provide more statistical power under similar circumstances [11],
and we wanted to be certain that we accounted for individual
differences in initial performance. To further acknowledge individual differences between participants, we included further
covariates—the results of the subscales from our trait questionnaires of gaming experience, attentional control, immersive
tendencies, achievement orientation, and current motivation—
in our RM-ANCOVA. All pairwise comparisons were made
using Bonferroni corrections. This approach allowed us to
answer a number of questions.
Did spaced practice result in differences?

Yes. We found a significant effect of Interval Group on Performance (F4,85 = 3.649, p = .009, η p2 = .760), indicating
that there were differences between Interval Groups. We also
found a significant interaction between Session and Interval
Group (F12,255 = 3.078, p < .001, η p2 = .127), indicating that
there were differences in Performance over the Sessions that
were due to the Rest Group.
Examining the Sessions individually, there were no significant
differences between the Interval Groups for Session 2 (F4,85 =
2.173, p = .079, η p2 = .093), but there were for Session 3
(F4,85 = 3.309, p = .014, η p2 = .135), Session 4 (F4,85 = 5.310,
p = .001, η p2 = .200), and the Retention Session (F4,85 =
2.565, p = .044, η p2 = .108).
How did the Interval Groups compare?

Pairwise comparisons for Session 3 showed only that the Continuous Practice Group performed significantly worse than the
10-Minute Interval Group (p = .005), with all other comparisons not being significant (p ≥ .501). For Session 4 (the final
training session), pairwise comparisons showed that the Continuous Practice Group performed significantly worse than the
2-Minute, 5-Minute, and 10-Minute Spaced Practice Groups

Average Life Time (seconds)

or evidence suggesting that they stopped playing the game (9
participants). This was determined by counting the number
of sessions in which they performed worse than their initial
session, and excluding them if they performed worse in two
or more sessions. In total, 33 participants were excluded
(some met more than one criteria for exclusion), leaving 105
participants—52 female and 53 male, with an average age of
37.8 (min 19, max 68). Table 1 lists how participants were
distributed among the conditions.

14 s

3-Second
2-Minute
5-Minute
10-Minute
1-Day

12 s

10 s

8s

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Retention
Figure 4: Improvements in average life time across all Sessions and Interval Groups, presented as the estimated marginal means from the RMANCOVA. Error bars show standard error.

(all p ≤ .004), but not the 1-Day Interval Group (p = .339),
with all other comparisons being not significant (p ≥ .648).
There were no significant differences between the Interval
Groups for the Retention Session (p = .056 for the comparison between 1-Day and 3-Second, p ≥ .254 for the others).
How did Performance change over time?

There was a main effect of Session when controlling for Session 1’s Performance (F3,255 = 8.189, p ≤ .001, η p2 = .088).
Pairwise comparisons between the Sessions revealed that every
Session was different from the others (all p < .001).
It was not possible to determine significance for comparisons
to Session 1 Performance due to its use as a covariate instead of
a repeated measure. Therefore, to evaluate whether significant
improvements were made for each spacing interval, we make
our comparisons to Session 2: Session 4 to Session 2 and the
Retention Session to Session 2. After the final training session
(Session 4), the Spaced Practice Groups (2-Minute, 5-Minute,
10-Minute, and 1-Day) had made significant improvements
to their Performance (all p ≤ .001), whereas the Continuous
Practice Group (3-Second) had not (p > .999). After the
Retention Session, every Interval Group had made significant
improvements in Performance (all p ≤ .001).
Table 1 shows the Performance gains for each Interval Group
over each Session. We observe that the Continuous Practice
Group made only marginal improvements during training (Sessions 1 to 4), but were able to make up for it with a significant
improvement in the Retention Session. In comparison, the
Spaced Practice Groups made significant improvements in
Performance on some of the training sessions, but not all, and
the only Spaced Practice Group that continued to improve on
the Retention Session was the 1-Day Interval Group.
How did spacing affect subjective experience?

To evaluate differences in subjective experience, we used a
separate RM-MANCOVA. We collected subjective measures
after the final training session and Retention Session; the

Session Comparison
Measure
3-Second (actual: 3.01 ± 0.06 sec.; n = 20)
2-Minute (actual: 2.20 ± 0.21 min.; n = 22)
5-Minute (actual: 6.49 ± 1.69 min.; n = 21)
10-Minute (actual: 11.08 ± 1.26 min.; n = 21)
1-Day (actual: 24.64 ± 2.29 hr.; n = 21)

2–1
∆ Mean
1.799
2.507
3.253
3.561
1.884

3–2
∆ Mean
0.674
1.834
0.998
2.498
2.200

4–3
∆ Mean

p
>.999
.009
.531
<.001
.002

-0.088
1.671
2.155
0.095
0.429

p
>.999
.026
.003
>.999
>.999

Retention–4
∆ Mean
p
2.513
0.501
-0.432
1.310
3.480

.004
>.999
>.999
.382
<.001

4–1
∆ Mean

Retention–1
∆ Mean

2.386
6.012
6.407
6.154
4.513

4.899
6.513
5.975
7.464
7.993

Table 1: The Performance difference between the Sessions for each Interval Group. Bold text indicates a significant difference between the two Sessions’
Performance. ∆ Mean is the difference between the estimated marginal means of the two sessions. Session 1’s normalized Performance (average life
time) was evaluated at 6.562 seconds, as computed by the RM-ANCOVA. ± on actual rest time is the standard deviation.

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory

Immersion

Flow Short Scale

5
4
3
2
1
Attention

Challenge
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Absorption

Fluency

Importance
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Figure 5: Subjective measures from the subscales of Immersion, Intrinsic Motivation, and Flow. Presented as the estimated marginal means of the
combination of both Sessions from the RM-ANCOVA. Error bars show standard error.

results of the subscales for Intrinsic Motivation (IMI), Flow
(FSS), and Immersion were used as the dependent measures.
We used the same covariates and between-subjects factor as in
the previously described RM-ANCOVA.
Only the measures of Enjoyment differed between the Interval Groups, for both the Immersion questionnaire’s Enjoyment subscale (F4,85 = 2.733, p = .034, η p2 = .114), and
the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory’s (IMI) Interest-Enjoyment
subscale (F4,85 = 2.490, p = .049, η p2 = .105). All other subscales had no significant differences due to Interval Group
(p ≥ .202). Examining the Sessions individually revealed that
the differences in enjoyment were present after the training
sessions (F4,85 = 3.473, p = .011, η p2 = .140 for Immersion,
and F4,85 = 3.001, p = .023, η p2 = .124 for IMI), but not after
the Retention Session (both p ≥ .168).
We used pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni) to examine the
between-group differences after the final training session and
found no significant differences between the groups for Enjoyment (Immersion) (p = .051 between 3-Second and 2-Minute,
p = .060 between 3-Second and 1-Day, and p ≥ .283 for the
others). The only difference between the Interval Groups for
Interest-Enjoyment (IMI) was between the Continuous Practice Group and 2-Minute Interval Group (p = .022), with all
other comparisons being not significant (p ≥ .143).
In summary, there were marginal differences in subjective
experience, but only for Enjoyment. The Continuous Practice
Group enjoyed the experience less than the 2-Minute Interval
Group (mirroring the performance results for these groups).
Summary of Results

Our results indicated that there were differences in Performance as a result of varying the inter-session rest interval.

After training (Session 4), the Continuous Practice Group
(3-Second) performed significantly worse than every Spaced
Practice Group, except for the 1-Day Interval Group. After
a one-day break, on the Retention Session, these two groups
effectively “caught up” to the performance of the other Interval Groups. In terms of our framework, this indicates that in
our scenario, spaced practice had a strong effect on immediate
performance, but a relatively weak effect on long-term performance. Even though there are no significant differences
between groups after the Retention Session, the Continuous
Practice Group performed the worst over all, looking at the
changes in performance (see Table 1).
Although the performance essentially equalized by the Retention Session, there were differences in how the Interval Groups
arrived at that performance. The 10-Minute Interval Group’s
Performance increased faster than any other between Sessions
1 and 2 and 3, but their Performance improvements slowed
down between Session 4 and 3 and the Retention Session and
Session 4. The 5-Minute Interval Group’s Performance gain
between Session 1 and 2 was the second highest, but they failed
to make significant improvements between Session 3 and 2,
then made up for it with improvements between Session 4 and
3. They then did not improve at all over the Retention Session
and were the only Interval Group to perform worse on that Session compared to their Session 4 Performance. The 2-Minute
Interval Group was the only Spaced Practice Group that made
gains in Performance consistently over the sessions. They improved third most between Session 1 and 2, and then improved
significantly between Sessions 2, 3, and 4. However, they did
not improve on their Session 4 Performance in the Retention
Session. The 1-Day Interval Group made the least gains in
Performance between Sessions 1 and 2 of all the Spaced Practice Groups, significantly improved their performance between

Sessions 2 and 3, but then did not between Sessions 3 and 4.
They made up for it with large Performance improvements
between Session 4 and the Retention Session. The Continuous
Practice Group made the fewest gains in Performance over the
training sessions, improving the least between Session 1 and 2,
and with no significant improvements in Performance between
Sessions 2, 3, and 4. They did improve between Session 4
and the Retention Session, allowing them to “catch up” to the
other group’s performance.
Our measures of subjective experience indicated that introducing spaced practice made only minor changes to the players’ experience. We found differences on only one measure—
enjoyment—and only when comparing the Continuous Practice Group to the 2-Minute Interval Group after the training
sessions. The Continuous Practice Group experienced less
enjoyment than the 2-Minute Interval Group.

1-day interval group saw the largest overall gain from the first
session to the retention test—but this is likely too long a break
to be feasibly implemented. It is unlikely that players will
be willing to stop playing after five minutes and then wait an
entire day before returning to the game.
An interesting idea proposed in previous work is that the rest
interval should change as the learner gains experience. For
example, Snoddy [106] thought that the rest interval in general
became less effective with continued practice; and Kim et al.
[59] suggest that the interval should be tuned to the stage of
learning. In this approach, the learner needs longer breaks during early stages when they are primarily dealing with declarative knowledge (in the cognitive stage), but shorter breaks, or
none at all, when they are starting to compile their knowledge
into procedures (in the associative stage) [59, 3, 78].
Explanation of Results

DISCUSSION

In the following sections we look back to our three main
research questions, consider possible explanations for certain
results, outline design implications for game designers, and
discuss limitations and future work.
Returning to the Research Questions
Is spaced practice beneficial for game skill development?

Our first research question asked if there are benefits of spaced
practice on performance in digital games and our third asked
whether performance benefits last beyond the training session.
Our results clearly show that taking breaks between practice
sessions does improve the development of game skills (in
our Super Hexagon clone) from session to session—all of
the interval groups improved more than the continuous-play
group (who did not make significant progress through the
entire twenty minutes of practice). Furthermore, we found this
result despite the possibility that participants were not using
these breaks to actually rest—they could have simply switched
to a different task—just as actual gamers might use the break.
However, despite these differences during practice, the results
of our retention test suggest that the continuous group’s lack
of improvement did not mean that they failed to learn how to
play the game. After one day, the continuous group saw a large
(and significant) jump in performance, and the performance
differences between all of the groups largely disappeared. As
discussed further below, both of these results can be usefully
exploited by designers who want to support improvement in
either the short term or the long term.
Is there an optimal rest period for our game?

The idea that a particular task has an optimal rest period is
fairly common [25, 16, 72, 12, 68]; however, there was no
obvious best interval in our results. The 10-minute interval
group made large initial gains, but their rate of improvement
decreased at the end of the training period, and their retentiontest performance was not significantly better than the other
groups. The 2-minute interval is a second candidate for an
optimal rest period: this group made consistent improvements,
and rated their enjoyment higher; the other advantage of the
2-minute interval is that it may be easier to impose on players
(either explicitly, or implicitly through game design). The

Although our results are focused on outcomes rather than
explanatory power, there are several issues that can help researchers understand some of our findings:
• Why did the continuous group perform poorly? Learning
theories that promote rest intervals suggest that the main
problem with continuous practice is that there is no time for
the brain to generalize the feedback that has been gathered.
This idea seems particularly relevant to games—many players have experienced the feeling of being "stuck in a rut"
when trying to solve a particular problem.
• Why did the 10-minute interval group stop improving? As
described above, there is debate about whether the rest
interval should remain the same at all levels of experience.
It is possible that the 10-minute rest group was at a different
learning stage by Session 3, and would have continued to
improve if their rests had been shorter. More research is
needed to explore this issue further.
• Why did performance equalize after the one-day break? We
believe that this improvement may simply be an example
of the effectiveness of a different kind of break. That is,
the one-day break may have allowed players from all the
interval groups to generalize their practice experiences and
compile declarative knowledge into procedures, leading to
improvements on our retention test. Further study should
examine the effects of different retention delays.
Finally, our experimental setting—and in particular, the motivation of our players—may have played a role in some of
our results. For example, a player’s willingness to take breaks
(and potentially, the benefit that they receive from a break)
may be strongly affected by their motivation to keep playing
the game. For example, if one of our interval groups had more
highly-motivated gamers who resented the breaks, it could
have changed the performance relative to the other groups.
(We note, however, that we included some of these traits as
covariates in our analyses in order to try and account for their
effects—but further analysis of these factors is needed).
Implications for Design

Our results have important implications for game designers
and players. First, the during-training improvements seen are

valuable because players are highly interested in short-term
improvement (i.e., during their current game session). Our results suggest that players can make significantly more progress
in learning a game by taking breaks as small as two minutes—
and can see these results in a very short time (after one or two
five-minute play periods). Second, the delayed improvement
shown by the continuous-practice group means that players
who dislike pausing can still get the benefits of spacing by
taking a longer break after their play session (although the
benefits will not be seen right away). This is valuable because
some players wish to remain immersed in the game (e.g., as
shown by the disagreement over the spawn locations in Dark
Souls). These results, combined with little to no difference in
subjective experience, mean that designers are not constrained
to one or the other approach, and can even make alternate
paths available for players with different interests.
Although our results show clear benefits of pausing during
practice, some players may argue that it is more efficient to
practice continuously, because the time spent resting could
be used for additional attempts. We did not investigate this
comparison directly; however, our data suggests that breaks
may be as useful as additional practice, at least for initial
learning. In our study, a single break for the 10-minute interval
group allowed them to reach the same level of performance as
the group that played continuously for 20 minutes. This issue
needs to be explored in greater detail, but these early results
underscore the suggestion that there are valuable processes
going on in the brain during a break.
It is also important to note that despite the differences we saw
in training, our retention test suggested that the continuous
practice group’s lack of improvement did not result in them
failing to learn how to play the game compared to the spaced
practice groups (i.e., performance for all groups was similar
at the retention test). Therefore, the decision whether to play
or pause may depend on the player’s immediate goals. If
the player is making steady performance improvements, then
there may be no need to take a break. If, however, the player
has reached a point in the game where their performance
improvements have stalled, or they are up against a challenge
that they cannot overcome, then a short break may be just what
they need to continue to improve or overcome that challenge.
Finally, we allowed participants to do whatever they wished to
during breaks; however, a game could be designed in such a
way as to help a player to take a break from the psycho-motor
task, but not leave the game environment. Inventory management, avatar upgrades, side quests, world exploration, loading
screens, and cut scenes are all examples of activities that would
allow for a break from the challenging task, but allow players
to stay in-game. Designers already utilize these activities in
various ways and there are opportunities for helping players
improve performance through clever pacing switching activities to force breaks and optimize skill development.

new players to learn only two buttons and understand that
the obstacles should be avoided. This difference in required
declarative knowledge could affect how well spacing practice
works or the underlying mechanisms that result in improved
performance (e.g., allowing time to compile declarative knowledge into procedural knowledge [3, 59] or if fatigue is a factor
[1]). Previous research on spaced practice suggests that the
type of task moderates the effect (e.g., whether it is complex
and requires cognitive skill [25], is discrete rather than continuous [65], or requires declarative knowledge [59]). These task
factors likely apply to different types and genres of games as
well. Therefore, future work could investigate this explicitly,
testing games from different genres.
If this effect is robust and occurs in a variety of games, then
further research could explore why taking a break works to
improve performance. For example, a cognitive neuroscientist
might be able to identify how neural systems respond differently to spaced versus continuous practice. Another possible
approach is to vary what activity participants are doing during
the break to understand what it is about the break that results
in improved performance. These could easily be informed by
game design. Consider, for example, how Dark Souls gives
players an implicit break after each failure. Instead of forcing
the player to step away from or exit the game, the player can
be made to engage with the game in a less demanding way —
in a role-playing game like Dark Souls, the activities could
include looting, storytelling, or inventory management.
CONCLUSIONS

Practice to develop skill is an important part of playing a
game, and the best way to practice is of interest to both game
designers and players. Taking rest breaks during practice has
been widely studied in learning research, but there is little
knowledge of whether spacing aids the development of game
skills. We carried out a study in which players completed fiveminute practice blocks with either continuous play or variable
spacing between the blocks (from two minutes to 24 hours).
Our work provides valuable contributions that can change the
way that game designers and game plays consider training:
• We show how spaced practice affects perceptual-motor tasks
in a real game (a domain that has seen little research in
practice) and in a naturalistic setting.
• We show that players can improve their short-term performance by taking breaks, something that many players essentially never consider, and that game designers can assist
player performance simply by introducing a break.
• We show that “just playing through” is a bad approach
(something many players do), especially when immediate
performance gains would help them make progress.
Our results provide useful information for designers who want
to encourage skill development, and for players who simply
want to get better at their favourite game.

Generalization and Future Work

One aspect of this work that could limit generalizablity to
other games was our choice to use Super Hexagon. In contrast to some digital games with dedicated tutorial sections
and complex gameplay mechanics, Super Hexagon requires
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